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Murder Theory The Naturalist Series
Blending reality and fiction cements the show’s naturalism and feeds into each series’ themes. Ad – content continues below Series six revolves around the investigation into the murder of ...
Line of Duty: Did the Daniel Morgan Murder Inspire Series 6?
There's a moral dilemma in one specific episode of "Criminal Minds" that's giving some fans an excuse to come back in for a closer look.
The Reid Decision That Has Criminal Minds Fans Rewatching This Episode
You may know David Berkowitz by his more notorious names —the .44 Caliber Killer or most infamously, Son of Sam. But if you watched Netflix‘s new true-crime docuseries The Son ...
Netflix's New Series Reveals David Berkowitz Didn't Work Alone! But Who Was Roy Radin and How Is He Connected to Son of Sam?
A new documentary is shedding light on the events that led to the disturbing murder in 2000 of Georgiy Gongadze, a prominent Georgian-Ukrainian reporter. It is also a solemn reminder that Gongadze's ...
The new documentary chronicling the gruesome murder of Georgiy Gongadze
OUTER BANKS is officially coming back for a second season, and a convincing new fan theory may have revealed the next major antagonist of the series.
Outer Banks season 2: Rose to betray Ward after stealing gold in explosive new fan theory
THE people of the City of New York can rest easy tonight because police have captured a man they believe to be the ‘Son of Sam'”, New York City Mayor Abraham Beame gleefully ...
Inside David Berkowitz’s serial killings as Netflix series Sons of Sam asks if a Satanic cult were in on the murders
Throughout the series, medical historian Dr. Lindsey Fitzharris ... who blamed Thorogood for his death. The murder theory was revived in 2019 in the documentary “Rolling Stone: Life and Death ...
The ‘Curious Life and Death Of’ Rolling Stones’ Brian Jones: Murder conspiracy theory examined in new series
American Horror Story is no stranger to fan theories, especially after this many years. One idea could redefine the show's concept of witches and warlocks.
The AHS Theory That Has Fans Looking Twice At The Witches And Warlocks
BST Francesca Shillcock A brand new BBC drama from the producers of Line of Duty is going to be released soon and it sounds amazing… Line of Duty might be over but there's plenty more upcoming TV ...
The creators of Line of Duty are working on a new legal drama - and it sounds brilliant
Before the taping of a 1997 interview that aired on WABC, “Son of Sam” killer David Berkowitz, long portrayed as deranged, seemingly acts as a voice of reason as he tries to talk journalist Maury ...
Director Of 'Sons Of Sam' Re-Examines The Infamous Case's 'Lone Wolf' Narrative
Kitsap County prosecutors dismissed a felony assault charge against a woman accused of seriously injuring her 6-month-old daughter, subtracting one case that hinged on the opinion of a recently ...
Abuse charges dropped in Kitsap case that relied on the expertise of ex-Mary Bridge doctor
Netflix is stacked with incredible TV shows. This list should help you find the best (and skip the duds). Netflix is keeping us well fed, consistently serving up original shows like it knows we'll lap ...
58 of the best TV shows to stream on Netflix
Critical race theory is an academic discipline, formulated in the 1990s and built on the intellectual framework of identity-based Marxism.
What critical race theory is really about
alters the natural sequence of events, and is the sole cause of result that would not otherwise have occurred." In order to convict Chauvin of second-degree murder, jurors must believe prosecutors ...
What to know about the charges in the Derek Chauvin trial
The focus of this series is the murder of journalist Gail Vella, which Jo Davidson's team was investigating. While a lot of the focus has been on a suspect named Karl Banks, one fan theory ...
These are the best theories about Line of Duty series six
In theory, the makeup part could trivialize the suffering ... it’s compulsive viewing. Sarian's Murder, Mystery & Makeup series is already enormously popular. On YouTube, the 31-year-old has almost 4 ...
Bailey Sarian’s ‘Murder, Mystery & Makeup’ Series is (Surprisingly) Compulsive Viewing
Conservatives are waging a new culture war, this time against Critical Race Theory, or CRT. Idaho’s governor just signed a bill that would ban CRT That may not be surprising for a state that ranks as ...
Opinion: Critical Race Theory the newest culture war
The murder case against former Officer Derek Chauvin in the death of George Floyd went to the jury Monday in a city on edge against another round ...
Murder case against ex-cop in Floyd's death goes to the jury
Line Of Duty series 6 is heating up with ... that the team initially sought out the theory that a ‘contract killer’ is responsible for Vella’s murder. It’s added that this theory comes ...
Line Of Duty series 6: The full timeline of Gail Vella’s murder investigation so far
The Big Bang Theory star said ... a little longer to see Cassie take flight once again. The end of series one sees the murder of Alex Sokolov finally resolved. Cassie's friend, Buckley, was ...
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